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SUMMARY 

External mechanical work (Wext; i.e., mechanical work 

performed to lift and accelerate the body center of mass 

relative to the environment), was measured at Preferred 

Walking Speed (PWS), above PWS (+PWS) and below PWS 

(-PWS). In addition, Wext was quantified at Non Constant 

Speeds (NCS) in two situations; with positive (+NCS) and 

negative (-NCS) acceleration. Results showed higher positive 

Wext values (W+

ext
; represents concentric muscular action) to 

+NCS and higher negative Wext values (W-

ext
; i.e., represents 

eccentric muscular action) to -NCS. 
Extra metabolic energy due to velocity oscillation (∆E) was 

estimated for NCS, and the outcome confirms lower ∆E 

during W-

ext
 when compared to ∆E for +NCS.  

Thus, the higher efficiency of negative work
 

may 

counterbalance the raise of W-

ext
 during the active braking and, 

a not well established mechanism might take part at +NCS. 

Once, previous findings showed no statistical difference in 

metabolic energy consumption between constant speeds (CS) 

and NCS (up to 0.27 m.s
-2

 speed oscillations). 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Bipedal locomotion is an unique feature of the animal 

kingdom and a key factor on genus Homo sapiens evolution. 

Bipedal walk has been studied in several situations, such as: 

different velocities
 [1,2]

, low gravity, gradients and others. 

However, the majority of the studies analyzed these 

phenomena only at CS of progression, but human walking 

involves a normal acceleration and deceleration phases, even 

at controlled speeds. Still, in the wild, natural human walking 

has frequent “stops and goes” when changing direction, 

pursuing a prey or deviating obstacles, for example. 

The aim of the present study is to analyze Wext and ∆E at 

NCS, i.e., in an acceleration and in a deceleration phase. 

 

 

METHODS 

Ten young and healthy subjects walked on the level in a ten 

meters path. At the end of the path, two force platforms 

(AMTI OR6-7, NF≈350-530 Hz) were positioned between 

two photocell systems. 

Subjects were instructed to walk at CS, i.e., PWS, +PWS and -

PWS. Then, subjects were instructed to walk at NCS changing 

from PWS to +PWS (+NCS) and from PWS to -PWS (-NCS; 

Figure 1). The accelerations values were not directly 

calculated, subjects were oriented to accelerate or decelerate 

from the PWS to +PWS or -PWS, respectively. Acceleration 

was calculated as the ratio between velocity and time 

variation. This hypothetical acceleration value was considered 

the mean acceleration through the transition period. 

 

 
Figure 1.  NCS protocol: subject was instructed to change 

velocity between first (A) and second (B) force 

platforms.  

 

Force data were recorded by means of AMTI´s NetForce 1.0 

software and analyzed by AMTI´s BioAnalisys software. 

Computational routines were developed in LabVIEW
®
 8.5 

platform in order to calculate relative Wext
[2,3]

,  (normalized by 

body mass and step length).  

Wext was obtained from the sum of the positive (W+

ext
)  and 

negative (W-

ext
) increments of total mechanical energy curves 

(obtained by integration of the vertical and horizontal 

components of the ground reaction force
 [3]

). ∆E was estimated 

as follows
 [4]

: 
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and, 

CvE ∆=∆ 06.0  

where, 

 

∆C (J.kg
-1

.m
-1

): is the metabolic extra cost due to velocity 

oscillation; 

vδ  (km.h
-1

): is the velocity oscillation; 

tδ  (s): is the period of time which the velocity oscillation 

occurs; 

 ∆E (ml.O2.kg
-1

.min
-1

): is the extra metabolic energy 

 consumption due to velocity oscillation; 

 



Note: ∆E is expressed in ml.O2.kg
-1

.min
-1

 and velocity in   

km.h
-1

, non SI units, once Minetti et al.
 [4]

 equation was based 

on this units.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Accelerations values ranged from -0.20 to 0.22 m.s
-2

. A 

significant raise is shown in Table 1 to W+

ext
 and W-

ext
 to +NCS 

and –NCS respectively. On the other hand, no significant 

difference, as expected 
[2]

, was shown at CS of progression    

(-PWS, PWS and +PWS) to W
ext

 variables. ∆E increased from 

7.57 to 10.43 (ml.O2.kg
-1

.min
-1

) to -NCS and +NCS 

respectively.  

A higher efficiency of negative work
 [1]

 may counterbalance 

the raise of W-

ext
 during the active braking (-NCS), once, no 

significant raise in the metabolic cost was shown at oscillating 

speeds (up to 0.27 m.s
-2

 speed oscillations 
[4]

). In the present 

study, accelerations ranged from -0.20 to 0.22 m.s
-2

, in 

agreement with the speed changes analyzed by Minetti et al. 
[4]

. 

Differently, extra metabolic cost at +NCS situation was not 

highlighted 
[4]

, despite the increase shown at W+

ext
. Thus, a 

mechanism not well established might take part at +NCS.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 
Further research is needed to better understand the complex 

interactions between positive and negative work production 

during NCS. As normal walking have natural acceleration and 

deceleration phases, a better understanding of the 

biomechanics of walking at NCS is important to the 

knowledge of human walking. Still, in the wild, the natural 

human walking is rather frequent at NCS and accelerations 

than at constant and controlled speed. For further research, 

among other biomechanical parameters analysis, an energy 

recovery within the step and energy congruency is suggested, 

to better understand the effects of speeds oscillations on 

pendulum like mechanism. 
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